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1. What is the amount if N240,000 was invested for 3years at 10% compounded 
monthly?

     	      350617

     	      386200

     	--->> 323563

     	      305600

2. A sunk cost is __________ for decision making

     	      Present cost

     	      Important

     	--->> Not relevant

     	      Future cost

3. An annuity in which the payments are made at the end of the payment intervals is 
____

     	      True annuity

     	--->> Reflective annuity

     	      Special annuity

     	      Ordinary annuity

4. One limitation NPV is that it fails to consider the______ that generated the NPV

     	      Cost of capital

     	      Years

     	      The project

     	--->> Quantum of amount

5. _______ is where items of costs and revenues changes at the same inflation rate.
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     	--->> Synchronised inflation

     	      Variance inflation

     	      Uniform inflation

     	      Nagative inflation

6. ______ is the total equivalent value of all payments at the beginning of the term at a 
given a rate.

     	      Most preferred

     	      Not considered

     	      Rejected

     	--->> Present value of annuity

7. ______ is the rate at which NPV is zero.

     	--->> Internal rate of return

     	      Finance rate

     	      Accounting rate

     	      True rate of return

8. The most preferable method of investment appraisal is _____

     	      Payback period

     	--->> Net present value method

     	      Adjusted payback period

     	      Accounting rate of return

9. The purchasing power equivalents of the actual cash flows is _____

     	      Net cash flows

     	      Gross  cash flows

     	      True cash

     	--->> Real cash flows
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10. When the internal rate of return is more than the cost of capital, then_____

     	      Do not invest

     	      Reject project

     	--->> Invest

     	      No decision
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